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Included in this packet:
• 19 full pages of math activities:

• Whole Numbers
• Number Sense
• Number Patterns
• Addition and Subtraction
• Multi-Step Problems Using Basic Multiplication and Division
• Multiplication and Division
• Factors and Multiples
• GCF and LCM
• Mean, Median, Mode, and Range
• Fractions
• Fractions Problems
• Decimals
• Fractions, Decimals, and Percents
• Pie Graphs
• Coordinate Plane
• Measurement (Customary System)
• Measurement (Metric System)
• Perimeter and Area
• Nutrition Facts Math

• 1 page of extension activities

Jellybeans needed (READ CAREFULLY):
• 1 bag of at least TWENTY jellybeans for each student or group of students; the bag MUST include:

• No fewer than 2 and no more than 9 of EACH color of jellybean (red, orange, yellow, green, violet, and 
pink). A variety in each bag is best to work with (i.e. 2 reds, 3 oranges, 6 yellows, 3 greens, 5 violets, and 4 
pinks).
•These colors can be found in the regular Starburst or Lifesaver jellybean bags.

Other materials needed:
• Rulers that show eighth inches (needed for the customary measurement page)
• Rulers that show centimeters and millimeters (needed for metric measurement page)

Using the activities:
1. Print one copy of the packet for each student (or print the specific pages you’d like each student to complete).
2. Give each student a bag of jellybeans to use.  Be sure that students know NOT to eat the jellybeans until the activities 

are over.
3. Make sure to go over the directions on each page with the students.
4. Let each student have fun completing the activities!

Instructions for the 
Teacher
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Whole Numbers
Each jellybean has been assigned a value in the table below.  Fill in the number of jellybeans you have of each color and then 
solve for the total value of each color.  For example, if I have 5 pink jellybeans, the total value of pink jellybeans in my bag
is 50 since each pink jellybean has a value of 10.

Color Red (R) Orange (O) Yellow (Y) Violet (V) Pink (P) Green (G)

Value 100,000 10,000 1,000 100 10 1

Amount

Total Value of 
Color

1. What is the total value of all of the jellybeans in your bag? _____________________

2. Write that number (from #1) in word form. ________________________________________________

3. Write that number (from #1) in expanded form. _____________________________________________

4. What is that number (from #1) rounded to the nearest hundred thousand? ___________________________

5. What is that number (from #1) rounded to the nearest ten? _________________________________

Suppose that someone eats 1 of your yellow jellybeans and 1 of your pink jellybeans.

6. What is the total value of all of the jellybeans in your bag now? _____________________

7. Write that number (from #6) in word form. _______________________________________________

8. Write that number (from #6) in expanded form. ____________________________________________

9. What is that number (from #6) rounded to the nearest ten thousand? _____________________________

10. What is that number (from #6) rounded to the nearest hundred? _________________________________

11. What is the difference between your total value in #1 and your new total value? ________________________

Now, suppose that after eating 1 yellow and 1 pink jellybean, the same person eats 2 of your red jellybeans and 1 of your 
violet jellybeans.

12. What is the total value of all of the jellybeans in your bag now? _____________________

13. Write that number (from #6) in word form. _______________________________________________

14. Write that number (from #6) in expanded form. ____________________________________________

15. What is that number (from #6) rounded to the nearest hundred thousand? __________________________

16. What is that number (from #6) rounded to the nearest thousand? ________________________________

17. What is the difference between your total value in #1 and your new total value? ________________________
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Directions: The letters in each problem represent the number of jellybeans you have of that particular color.  For example, 
if you have 2 pink jellybeans, 4 orange jellybeans, and 5 green jellybeans, then “P + O” should be read as “2 + 4” and “OGP” 
should be read as “452.”

Y + R = _______________	  

P + G = _______________	  

V + V = _______________	  

OV + GG = _______________	  

VR + OP = _______________	  

YO + GP = _______________	  

OYP + GOG = ______________	  

PYV + YYO = ______________

ORO + YGP = ______________

VOYG + PPRR = _______________	  

GGRO + YRYP = _______________	  

YORV + GPOP = _______________	  

YYOOPP + OYG = ______________

POYGVR + GYOP= ______________

OR – P = _______________	  

GR - Y = _______________	  

YY – R = _______________	  

YVR – O = _______________

GVR – RR = _______________	  

VYY – GY = _______________	  

PGRP - VO = _______________	  

YGYO - PV = _______________	  

GOPR – YOV = ______________

PYRR - OVG = ______________

YOPG – RPR = ______________

POYGV – RVGY = ______________

GOGPR – OOPO = ______________

Count how many of each color jellybean you have and fill in the table below.

Addition & Subtraction
Color Pink (P) Orange (O) Yellow (Y) Green (G) Violet (V) Red (R)

Amount

On the back of the page (or on another piece of paper), write two addition word problems that could be solved using two 
of the equations found above.  Then, write two subtraction word problems that could be solved using two of the equations 
found above.
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Count how many of each color jellybean you have and fill in the table below.

Multi-Step Problems
Using Basic Multiplication & Division 

Color Pink (P) Orange (O) Yellow (Y) Green (G) Violet (V) Red (R)

Amount

Suppose that someone doubles the number of pink jellybeans 
and triples the number of yellow jellybeans you have. How 
many jellybeans will you have in all? 

You and two other friends want to split your bag of 
jellybeans evenly. Draw a picture to show how many jellybeans 
each of you will get. Are there any jellybeans left over?

Your friend bought a bag of jellybeans. Her bag has the same 
number of pink, orange, and yellow jellybeans as yours. 
However, her bag has 7 times the number of green 
jellybeans, 3 times the number of violet jellybeans, and 4 
times the number of red jellybeans that you have. How many 
more jellybeans does she have?

You and three other friends each want to eat 12 jellybeans. 
How many more jellybeans do you need to add to your bag so 
that each person can eat 12 jellybeans with none left over?

Suppose that your teachers tells you that he/she will give 
you 5 pennies for each pink jellybean, 2 pennies for each 
orange jellybean, 6 pennies for each yellow jellybean, 4 
pennies for each green jellybean, 7 pennies for each violet 
jellybean, and 8 pennies for each red jellybean. How much 
money is your entire bag of jellybeans worth?

You and your friend each have a bag of jellybeans. His bag 
contains 4 pink, 6 orange, 9 yellow, 3 green, 2 violet, and 7 
red jellybeans. You combine your two bags together. How 
many different ways can you divide all of the jellybeans into 
equal groups?
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For the flower to the left:
Color any pedals with an odd-

numbered multiple pink.
Color any pedals with an even-

numbered multiple yellow.

Least Common Multiple

Count how many of each color jellybean you have and fill in the table below.

Factors & Multiples
Color Pink (P) Orange (O) Yellow (Y) Green (G) Violet (V) Red (R)

Amount

Directions: The letters in each problem represent the number of jellybeans you have of that particular color. For example, if you have 2 pink 
jellybeans, then a problem that reads “List 4 multiples of P” should be read as “List 4 multiples of 2.”   If you have 3 violet jellybeans and 5 
green jellybeans, then “List the factors of VG” should be read as “List the factors of 35.” Write the answers inside of the flower petals.
Note: If Y equals 2 and a problem says “3rd multiple of Y,” then the answer would be 6 (2, 4, 6).

5th multiple of O

9th multiple of R

6th multiple of G
2nd multiple of PY

4th multiple of VR

Factors of RY

Factors of GV

Factors of R

Factors of P

Factors of YFor the flower to the right:
Color any pedals with an odd 

number of factors purple.
Color any pedals with an even 

number of factors red.
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Solve the following problems.  Be sure to simplify your answers.

1. If 3 more violet jellybeans and 6 more yellow jellybeans were added to your bag, what fraction of violet jellybeans 
would there be?

2. If the number of orange jellybeans in your bag was doubled, what fraction of jellybeans in your bag would be pink or 
green?

3. If one of each jellybean color was removed from your bag, what fraction of jellybeans remaining in your bag would 
be red, pink, or yellow?

4. If all of the green and violet jellybeans were removed from your bag, what fraction of jellybeans remaining in your 
bag would be red?

Fractions Problems
Write the fraction of each color jellybean you have in the table below.

Color Pink (P) Orange (O) Yellow (Y) Green (G) Violet (V) Red (R)

Fraction of 
Total

The letter represents the fraction you wrote above for that color.  Be sure to simplify your answers.

1. P + Y = ________

2. G + V = ________

3. O + V + Y = ________

4. 6 - G = ________

5. 2 - P = ________

6. G x 3 = ________

7. 7 x Y = ________

8. V x 5 = ________

9. 4 ÷ O = ________

10. 12 ÷ R = ________
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Each jellybean has been assigned a value in the table below.  Fill in the number of jellybeans you have of each color and 
then solve for the total value of that color.  For example, if I have 5 pink jellybeans, the value of the pink jellybeans in my 
bag is 0.05 since each pink jellybean has a value of 0.01.

Color Red (R) Orange (O) Yellow (Y) Violet (V) Pink (P) Green (G)

Value 100 10 1 0.1 0.01 0.001

Amount

Total Value of 
Color

Decimals

1. What is the total value of all of the jellybeans in your bag? Write in standard form. ______________

2. Write the total value in expanded form. ___________________________________

3. Write the total value in word form. 

_____________________________________________________

4. Round the total value to the nearest ten thousand. ________________

5. Round the total value to the nearest tenth. ________________

6. Round the total value to the nearest one. ________________

7. Round the total value to the nearest hundredth. ________________

8. Round the total value to the nearest ten. ________________

9. Write the number that is 80 more than the total value. ________________

10. Write the number that is 0.2 less than the total value. ________________

11. Write the number that is 0.004 more than the total value. ________________

12. Write the number that is 0.07 less than the total value. ________________

R + G + V = ____________

P + O + Y = ____________

O - P = ____________

P - G = ____________

R - (V + G) = ____________

6 x V = ____________

(V + P) x 7 = ____________

2 x (Y – V) = ____________

Solve the following problems.  The letter represents the total value of that jellybean in your bag.  For example, if you had 
5 pink jellybeans, then P = 0.05.
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Put all your jellybeans into one long, straight line.

1. How long is your line, measured to the nearest centimeter? ______________

2. How long is your line, measured to the nearest millimeter? ______________

3. How many centimeters longer is this line than your line of only orange jellybeans from above? ___________

4. How many millimeters longer is this line than your line of only green jellybeans from above? ___________

Let’s practice some basic metric conversions.

1. Ronald has a line of red jellybeans that measures 6 centimeters, a line of orange jellybeans that measures 8 
centimeters, and a line of purple jellybeans that measures 5 centimeters.  If he puts all 3 lines together into one 
straight line, how long will the line measure in millimeters? 

2. Patricia has a line of purple jellybeans that measures 10 centimeters and a line of green jellybeans that measures 4 
centimeters.  How many millimeters longer is the line of purple jellybeans than the line of green jellybeans?

Measurement (Metric)
Put your jellybeans in straight lines of the same color (for example, a line of pink jellybeans, a line of yellow jellybeans, etc.). 

You should have 6 lines.

Line Measured to the 
Nearest Centimeter

Measured to the 
Nearest Millimeter

Use your millimeter measurement to 
determine its measurement in meters.

Pink Jellybeans

Red Jellybeans

Orange Jellybeans

Yellow Jellybeans

Green Jellybeans

Purple Jellybeans
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Arrange your jellybeans to make an array that has 2 rows of 6 jellybeans.  Make sure all of the jellybeans in your array are touching.  Then, use 
a ruler to draw a line around each side of the array so that you have a rectangle (see example).

Example: Draw your rectangle of jellybeans below:

Arrange your jellybeans to make an array that has 4 rows of 5 jellybeans.  Make sure all of the jellybeans in your array are touching.  Then, use 
a ruler to draw a line around each side of the array so that you have a rectangle.

Draw your rectangle of jellybeans below:

Measure each side of your rectangle above to the nearest inch (4th grade and below) or half inch (5th grade and above).

Length = ______ Width = ______ Perimeter = ________ Area = ________ 

Perimeter and Area

Measure each side of your rectangle above to the nearest inch (4th grade and below) or half inch (5th grade and above).

Length = ______ Width = ______ Perimeter = ________ Area = ________ 


